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Abstract

Ductility of high strength steels is often restricted by the onset of a void-sheet mechanism in which

failure occurs by a micro-void shear localization process. For the first time, the micro-void shear

instability mechanism is identified here by examining the interactions occurring within a system of

multiple embedded secondary particles (carbides �10–100 nm), through a finite element based

computational cell modeling technique (in two and three dimensions). Shear deformation leads to the

nucleation of micro-voids as the secondary particles debond from the surrounding alloy matrix. The

nucleated micro-voids grow into elongated void tails along the principal shear plane and coalesce

with the micro-voids nucleated at neighboring particles. At higher strains, the neighboring particles

are driven towards each other, further escalating the severity of the shear coalescence effect. This

shear driven nucleation, growth and coalescence mechanism leads to a decrease in the load-bearing

surface in the shear plane and a terminal shear instability occurs. The mechanism is incorporated

mathematically into a hierarchical steel model. The simulated response corresponds to experimen-

tally observed behavior only when the micro-void shear localization mechanism is considered.
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1. Introduction

Damage nucleation in an alloy usually involves some degree of decohesion of an
embedded particle from the surrounding matrix or particle fracture (Sarkar et al., 2001;
Dierickx et al., 1996). The nucleated damage subsequently grows in a manner consistent
with the stress state and the material degrades rapidly as individual damage sites begin to
interact.
In the air melted high strength steel examined here, the embedded particles are generally

primary particles (titanium nitrides on the order of a micron) and secondary particles
(titanium carbides and manganese sulfides on the order of 10–100 nm). It is common
to refer to the voids which nucleate at the secondary particle sites as micro-voids, to
distinguish them from the larger voids which nucleate from the primary particles. Hence
there are two potential populations of voids, which exist at two distinct scales.
Two ductile failure mechanisms have been identified in high strength steels:
(a)
 A void coalescence process in which relatively equiaxed voids grow to impingement
(associated with high triaxiality loading).
(b)
 A void-sheet mechanism in which failure occurs by a micro-void shear localization
process (associated with low triaxiality loading).
Mechanism (b) is much more prevalent under shear loading. However, even under high
triaxiality loading conditions (mode-1 type loading), the micro-void-sheet mechanism can
initiate and propagate along the plane of maximum shear and severely limit ductility in
high strength steels (Goto et al., 1999).
Most of the research previously performed in the area of ductile failure has concentrated

on the behavior of primary- and secondary-particle nucleated voids under high triaxiality
loading as described by mechanism (a) above. Micromechanical nucleation studies have
been performed (Horstemeyer et al., 2003; Horstemeyer and Gokhale, 1999; Gall et al.,
1999) and several useful nucleation criteria have been posed for steel alloys (Beremin,
1981). Experimental studies of void growth and ductility have tended to focus on tensile
tests, in which the voids are free to grow in the direction of the applied load (Manoharan
and Lewandowski, 1989; Humphreys, 1989; Poza and Llorca, 1996; Verhaege et al., 1997).
Factors effecting the growth of voids have also been investigated; Rice and Tracey (1969)
were the first to predict the changing size of spherical voids in a deforming body. Lee and
Mear (1992) extended the model to account for the growth of axisymmetric ellipsoidal
voids. Hom and McMeeking (1989) investigated the growth of voids directly ahead of a
crack tip and developed several void coalescence criteria which were used to predict
fracture initiation. The effect of void configuration on growth and coalescence has been
modeled by Horstemeyer et al. (2000) who discovered that coalescence effects can occur
between voids as far apart as six void diameters.
The experimental investigations and computational studies outlined above have focused

on mechanism (a). The resulting constitutive models therefore fail to predict the onset of
the micro-void-sheet mechanism (b) which may occur over a range of loading conditions
and which is solely responsible for failure under shear loading. It is this mechanism, and in
particular its occurrence under pure shear-loading conditions, which the current paper is
focused on.
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Some pioneering work has been performed to find the underlying mechanism
responsible for the micro-void shear localization mechanism. Low triaxiality ductile
failure was studied by Cowie et al. (1989) by investigating the shear failure of a steel sample
subjected to a ballistic impact (Fig. 1a). Experiments were performed to determine the
importance of triaxiality on the observed failure behavior (Fig. 1b). Although rate effects
play an important role in determining the material strength, a similar shear instability
strain is observed under quasi-static testing conditions. Hence, the observed softening
cannot be explained in terms of (dynamic) adiabatic shear bands. An underlying failure
mechanism is thought to be responsible for shear-induced ductile failure, regardless of
deformation rate. Micrographs have shown that the fracture surface resulting from low
triaxiality ductile failure in high strength steels shows evidence of elongated micro-voids in
the shear plane (Fig. 1c). It was also observed that the shear instability could be delayed by
increasing the interfacial strength of the secondary particle–matrix interface or by applying
a compressive hydrostatic stress; both of which delay debonding of the secondary
particle–matrix interface and hence micro-void nucleation. Hayzelden (1987) showed that
by decreasing the number of secondary particles, the shear instability strain could be
increased and the application of a compressive stress during shear loading had less ability
to increase the instability strain. These observations strongly suggest that the shear
Fig. 1. (a) Shear band formation in a specimen that has undergone a ballistic impact. (b) The experimental set up

used to examine the triaxiality effect on material failure. (c) A micro-void which has nucleated at a pair of

secondary particles—typical of a fracture surface in shear failure (Cowie et al., 1989).
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instability originates at the secondary particle-nucleated micro-voids and is due to their
elongation and coalescence in the shear plane.
Tracey and Perrone (1987) have simulated the pair-interaction between neighboring

micro-voids under various shear-loading conditions, and examined the strain localization
in the ligament between the particles. It was found that an interaction effect occurred at
micro-void spacings of three void diameters. Hutchinson and Tvergaard (1987) showed
that the presence of a particle within a micro-void is a crucial factor in the subsequent
evolution of the micro-void, particularly under low and negative triaxiality loading.
Tvergaard (1989) demonstrated that the presence of a secondary particle acts to prop open
the micro-void, facilitating further void growth even in shear. Tvergaard (1992)
computationally examined the ability of a non-local porous ductile damage model to
represent the average behavior of an inclined row of micro-voids, leading to void-sheet
failure (1997) between the larger primary particles. Bandstra et al. (1998) and Bandstra
and Koss (2001) have also used finite element micro-mechanical modeling of a HY-100
steel microstructure to show that the strain localization arising between larger voids is
sufficient to drive nucleation of micro-voids from secondary particles in a void-sheet
mechanism.
Previous research has tended to investigate micro-void sheets in terms of growth

and coalescence in the plane of maximum shear during tensile loading. In that case
the dominant stress state within the void sheet is one of shear; however a significant
positive triaxiality still exists locally which explains the ease with which micro-voids
grow and coalesce (Fig. 3a). This fails to explain how a micro-void sheet can cause
failure in an alloy subjected to zero triaxiality loading conditions, as was observed
experimentally by Cowie et al. (1989) (Fig. 1), in which case the local triaxiality
remains extremely low. In the current paper we simulate the experimental conditions in
Fig. 1b with the goal of identifying the micro-void-sheet mechanism under zero triaxiality
(Fig. 3b) and the resulting shear instability i.e. a micro-void shear localization process.
This is achieved by directly modeling the nucleation, growth and coalescence of interacting
micro-voids under shear-loading conditions through a computational cell modeling
technique.
In previous papers by Hao et al. (2003, 2004) a similar high strength steel was

investigated. However the authors were unable to simulate a terminal shear localization
process arising at the scale of the secondary particles, perhaps because the system of
particles being examined was constructed using average particle spacing data. In the
present work, local clusters of particles are assembled such that they successfully initiate a
terminal shear localization mechanism. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time the
micro-void shear localization softening mechanism has been identified and modeled at the
scale of the secondary particles under pure shear-loading conditions. As an illustration of
the importance of the mechanism, the cell modeling observations are incorporated
mathematically into a hierarchical steel model to predict the onset of material softening
under pure shear-loading conditions. The simulated steel fails in a manner consistent with
experimental findings, without resorting to empiricism or introducing artificial softening in
the alloy matrix.
To begin, the role of interfacial strength at the particle–matrix boundary is examined in

Section 2. The post-debonding behavior is then investigated in Section 3 in order to
identify the micro-void shear localization mechanism. The mechanism is incorporated into
a hierarchical model of high strength steel in Section 4.
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2. Role of interfacial strength

2.1. Decohesion relation

Cowie et al. (1989) determined that nucleation of micro-voids in a standard 4340 steel
occurred by debonding at the secondary particle–matrix interface. The size and properties
of the chromium (Cr)-based secondary particles in the standard 4340 steel are similar to
those examined in the modified 4340 steel used in the present study and the same nucleation
mechanism is expected. The modification used to introduce a titanium (Ti) component to
the 4340 steel is described by Shabrov et al. (2004). Micro-void nucleation occurs at both
titanium carbide (TiC) and fine manganese sulfide (MnS) secondary particles in the
modified 4340 steel. However, only the titanium carbide (TiC) particles are modeled here.
The bonding behavior at a titanium carbide–iron (TiC–Fe) interface has been examined by
Lee et al. (2005) through a first principals approach; an atomic scale potential was
subsequently derived. Hao et al. (2003, 2004) used this potential to derive a microscale

interfacial potential, which accounted for the adverse effects of defects which inevitably
exist over a microscale interface. This scaling-up procedure allows for the development of a
decohesion relation suitable for modeling the titanium carbide–iron interface in a high
strength steel. The interfacial behavior used in this study is shown schematically in Fig. 2
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Fig. 2. (a) Interfacial debonding is modeled through a traction–separation cohesive relation implemented at the

particle–matrix interface. (b) At any position on the separating surfaces, the traction is computed as a function of

the normal separation between the two surfaces during deformation.
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and is implemented in the form of a traction–separation relation during finite element
analysis.
Although primary particle fracture is known to contribute to primary void formation,

secondary particle fracture is not considered as a micro-void nucleation mechanism here.
Also, it is assumed that any initial internal stresses present in the particle due to lattice
misfit strain will relax rapidly once the surrounding alloy matrix undergoes plastic
deformation. Given the large strain nature of the phenomenon being modeled, such initial
stresses are neglected in the current model.

2.2. Finite element implementation

The role of interfacial strength is examined through a computational cell modeling
approach in which a single particle is modeled in a periodically repeating unit cell.
It is assumed that a continuum-based approach can capture the mechanics of the
decohesion process; the only physical length scale in the simulation is introduced through
the decohesion relation at the interface. Implementation of the interfacial behavior is
achieved as follows. The expression for the virtual internal power is given in terms of the
power arising within the body and the internal power due to the traction on the interfacial
surfaces:

dPint ¼

Z
O
sijdDij dOþ

Z
G1

t1i dvi dGþ
Z
G2

t2i dvi dG, (1)

where sij is the Cauchy stress, t1i is the traction on the internal surface G1, t2i is the traction
on the internal surface G2, dvi is the virtual velocity and Dij is the symmetric part of the
velocity gradient. G1 and G2 represent the surfaces found at the particle–matrix interface.
Initially, these surfaces are coincident and the tractions are zero. As deformation occurs,
the traction at a position t on the internal surface is computed in terms of the subsequent
normal separation between two initially coincident points as shown in Fig. 2b. The equal
and opposite nature of the traction acting at points which were originally coincident
ensures that the continuity condition (Belytschko et al., 2000),

njsji

� �
1
� njsji

� �
2

� �
¼ 0 (2)

remains valid across the interface and momentum balance is satisfied in the body. nj

represents the unit normal to the internal surface.
The system is discretized and solved quasi-statically using commercially available finite

element analysis software (ABAQUS Explicitr). Elastic deformation of both the particles
and the alloy matrix is described by a hypoelastic response. J2 mises plasticity is used
to describe the plastic deformation of the alloy matrix, within a large deformation
formulation. A constrained shear stress periodic boundary condition is applied such that
the top and bottom horizontal surfaces remain parallel to the x-axis, while being free to
move in the y-direction. The left and right vertical surfaces are periodic with each other.
These simple boundary conditions are sufficient for simulating the behavior of an infinite
series of particles in a shear plane, with extremely low local stress triaxiality.
The average shear stress and strain response of the cell is calculated as a volume

average; the divergence theorem is used to convert the volume average to a more
manageable integration over the cell surface in terms of the measurable surface tractions
and displacements. A ramped velocity is applied uniformly to the top and bottom surfaces,
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in the x-direction. In the three-dimensional (3D) analysis, the front and back surfaces are
also constrained to deform in a periodic manner (Fig. 5).

The material properties used during cell modeling are illustrated in Fig. 3c. The alloy
matrix material is modeled by experimentally obtained tensile data for a modified 4340
high-strength steel (Hao et al., 2003). The secondary particles are considered to be perfectly
elastic, with an elastic modulus consistent with titanium carbide (TiC).

As a first approximation, a two-dimensional (2D) plane strain cell model is created. In
reality, this equates to a cylindrical particle embedded in a unit cell. A 3D model is then
examined. For comparison, in the 3D example, the particle volume fraction is first set equal
to the 2D particle area fraction.

2.3. Decohesion behavior: results and discussion

2.3.1. 2D analysis of interfacial decohesion

Fig. 4 illustrates the plastic strain contours in the sheared unit cell during deformation,
after decohesion. A particle area fraction of 4% is used to magnify the decohesion effect.
The effect of the interfacial debonding energy is shown in Fig. 4. The presence of a bonded
particle results in a stronger average response, compared to the case where no bonding
exists. However, even in the ‘no bonding’ case, the average behavior of the cell is that of
linear hardening.

As expected, a fully bonded hard particle acts to resist deformation in the shear plane it
lies in. Once initiated, debonding rapidly propagates along the interface, in a manner
similar to a fracture process. Physically speaking, a micro-void has been nucleated at the
interface. Even in pure shear strain loading conditions, some limited growth of this micro-
void can be seen in Fig. 4 due to elastic deformation of the matrix. The central plane
rapidly switches from being the strongest plane, to a weak plane containing a void propped
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Fig. 4. The 2D plane strain periodic unit cell (plastic strain contour) and the corresponding average cell

constitutive behavior with different interfacial strengths. The boundary conditions lead to a constrained shear

stress state—the top surface remains flat but can translate up and down.
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open by a particle. Elastically stored strain energy in the surrounding areas immediately
unloads into the weak plane and a shear band rapidly propagates between particles. This is
accompanied by a drop in the average flow stress; the magnitude of the drop is related to
the interfacial strength.
Although higher debonding strengths delay the onset of instability, the resulting drop in

stress also increases. Regardless of interfacial strength, once the debonding instability
occurs the cell ‘recovers’ it’s load carrying ability and resumes linear hardening.
2.3.2. 3D analysis of interfacial decohesion

Fig. 5 illustrates the plastic strain contours in the sheared unit cell during deformation,
after decohesion has occurred. The volume fraction is equal to 4%. The effect of the
interfacial debonding energy is shown in Fig. 6. The 3D decohesion and instability
behavior is similar to the 2D case; the same explanation is valid.
From Fig. 6 it is again clear that the interfacial strength plays an important role in

determining the transient decohesion instability behavior. However, the average behavior
returns to a stable linear hardening response thereafter. Hence, it is concluded that the
terminal micro-void shear localization mechanism cannot be captured by examining
the decohesion of a single periodically arranged secondary particle as in Fig. 5. Although
the model captures the nucleation process which triggers the shear localization mechanism,
it fails to capture the key interactions between secondary particles which lead to a terminal
shear instability. With this in mind, the post decohesion behavior is now examined for a
system of multiple secondary particles.
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Fig. 5. Accumulated plastic strain arising in a unit cell. Limited void growth is visible.
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3. Identification of a multi-particle shear instability mechanism

3.1. 2D cluster models

The periodically repeating particle model in the previous section offers limited insight
into the physics of a real system of embedded particles under shear-loading conditions.
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To construct a more realistic model of the possible interactions between particles during
shear, a 2D plane strain analysis of a random particle cluster is undertaken. The particle
volume fraction is 2% and particle radii are in the range 30–50 nm. The alloy matrix is
again modeled using the experimental linear hardening data. Approximately 40 elements
were used along the periphery of each particle to avoid mesh distortion effects at large
deformations. Fig. 7 shows such an arrangement and the resulting average constitutive
response of the cell.
The plane of shear localization can be observed in Fig. 7. In this plane, highlighted in

Fig. 8, the top of one particle is aligned with the bottom of another in the shear plane.
Upon loading, the embedded particles debond from the surrounding matrix and
the resulting micro-voids initially grow at approximately 451 to the shear plane. As the
particles are driven towards each other, the micro-voids begin to turn toward and grow
along the shear plane. The tail-like elongated voids propagate towards each other, in a
Fig. 7. Shear loading of a 2D unit cell containing a particle cluster. The shear failure plane occurs between two

optimally placed particles. The average response is shown.
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Fig. 8. A periodic arrangement of the top section of the unit cell showing the interaction between particles.
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Fig. 9. The micro-void shear localization mechanism.
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similar manner to the propagation of a shear crack i.e. the void surface area increases but
the void volume does not increase appreciably. A contact algorithm was used to ensure
that opposite faces of the micro-voids did not penetrate each other during growth along
the shear plane. Eventually, the ligament between the voids neck i.e. coalescence occurs. As
deformation increases the particles themselves are driven towards each other, increasing
the severity of the coalescence.

This shear controlled nucleation, growth and coalescence process explains the instability
observed in the average constitutive response (Fig. 7). The resulting reduction in load
carrying cross section on the shear plane is similar to the necking observed in a uniaxial
tensile specimen. With reference to Fig. 9, the average true shear stress in a cell is given by

S ¼ t=a, (3)

where t is the applied load on the surface whose area is given by a. In the shear plane, the
average true tensile stress in the necking region is similarly given by

s ¼ t=b, (4)

where b is the load carrying surface area in the shear plane. As the force must balance in
every plane, the relationship between the average shear stress and the surface area is then
simply

S � sb=a. (5)

As the load-bearing surface area b decreases during shear driven coalescence, the average
shear stress S sustained by the cell diminishes. Eqs. (3–5) illustrate the softening response
observed during shear loading, in terms of the reduction in load-bearing surface area
caused by elongated ‘void tail’ growth and shear driven coalescence. This interaction is
now examined briefly in three dimensions.
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3.2. 3D cluster models

As a first attempt to reproduce the same mechanism in three dimensions, a narrow cell is
modeled as shown in Fig. 10. This is similar to the 2D case, however some material does
exist on either side of the particle in the 3D case. A regular unit cell containing a cluster of
particles concentrated in the shear plane was also modeled (Fig. 11). The particle density is
representative of a heterogeneous cluster of particles i.e. a region which is more susceptible
to shear failure. It is not representative of the average particle fraction in a typical steel
microstructure. In both cases the material at either side of the particles stabilizes the cell,
delaying and reducing the effect of the shear localization compared to the 2D simulations.
However the shear instability is still terminal and the underlying shear driven growth and
coalescence mechanism is the same in 2D and 3D analyses. The 3D analysis is useful for
verifying the 2D results, particularly as the goal of the current project is to model real 3D
microstructures for the purposes of optimized materials design.
In order to gauge the importance of relative particle position, a study is performed in

which the initial positions of two particles are translated in the shear direction and
transverse direction. Consider a cell sheared in the x–z plane. Both particles lie on the x–y

plane and are translated in the x direction and y direction, respectively, as shown in Fig. 12
along with the corresponding constitutive behavior. The curves indicate that the optimum
particle placement which maximizes the micro-void localization effect occurs when the
particles lie within one diameter of each other parallel to the shear plane and slightly on
either side of the shear plane in the y direction. This is consistent with the work of
Fig. 10. Cross section of a deforming narrow 3D cell. Void tails grow into the shear plane.
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Fig. 11. A (translucent) 3D cell containing a cluster of particles in the shear plane. Void growth in the shear plane

is evident when viewed from above. The dark shadows represent the free surfaces of the tail-like micro-voids.
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Horstemeyer et al. (2000) and Tracey and Perrone (1987) who found void pair interactions
arising at spacings of six and three diameters, respectively. The effect of particle spacing
suggests that clustering plays an important role in micro-void localization in high strength
steels.
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3.3. Constitutive relation for micro-void shear localization

The softening effect described by Eqs. (3–5) was explained in terms of shear driven
micro-void tail growth and coalescence in the shear plane. In particular, the coalescence
indicates the onset of a terminal shear instability. This coalescence mechanism is now
incorporated mathematically into a Gurson-type damage model (Gurson, 1977; Tvergaard
and Needleman, 1984) and calibrated through a computational cell modeling technique.
The resulting material model represents the average response of an alloy matrix containing
a population of TiC secondary particles over a range of triaxiality loading conditions.
The Gurson potential is chosen to represent the damage-dependent yield surface:

F ¼
seq
sy

� �2

þ 2q1f cosh q2

sm
sy

� �
� 1þ q3f

2
� �

¼ 0, (6)

where f represents the effect of porosity and acts to contract the yield surface, seq is the
equivalent or Mises stress, sy is the flow stress in the matrix, sm is the hydrostatic stress
and q1, q2 and q3 are material constants.
In ductile fracture models, this porosity parameter is often calculated as a function of

nucleation and growth terms as

_f ¼ _f nuc þ
_f gro, (7)

where

_f gro ¼ 1� fð Þtrace Dpð Þ (8)

and Dp is the plastic part of the rate of deformation. _f nuc and
_f gro are the porosity rate due

to nucleation of voids and growth of existing voids. Void coalescence effects are generally
introduced by adding a third term, _f coa, once a critical value of porosity, fc, has been
reached. This term describes a rapid increase in porosity as voids impinge upon each other:

_f ¼ _f nuc þ
_f gro þ

_f coa ¼
_f nuc þ

_f gro þ C1
_f nuc þ

_f gro

� 	
, (9)

where

C1 ¼
0 when f � f co0;

3 when f � f cX0:

(
(10)

Eqs. (6)–(10) are valid only for high triaxiality loading i.e. they describe volumetric growth
and impingement of micro-voids. On the other hand, it is well known that high strength steel
samples loaded in pure shear exhibit a plastic instability due to micro-void coalescence,
through the mechanism identified in the previous section. Although developed in the context
of high triaxiality, the Gurson potential of Eq. (6) remains a useful tool to incorporate a low
triaxiality coalescence effect in a homogenized material model through the porosity
parameter, f. In the previous sections, shear driven coalescence was observed to be a function
of the shear deformation. The simplest way to incorporate the effect of shear driven micro-
void coalescence is to modify the existing coalescence term (Eq. (9)) to include a dependence
on the accumulated plastic strain, �̄. The total rate of porosity becomes

_f ¼ _f nuc þ
_f gro þ

_f coa ¼
_f nuc þ

_f gro þ C1
_f nuc þ

_f gro

� 	
þ C2

_̄�. (11)
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The term C2
_̄� does not represent a physical value of porosity but ensures the detrimental

effect of low triaxiality coalescence exists in the potential F. A criterion similar to that in
Eq. (10) is required to determine when coalescence occurs. Two extremes cases exist:
(a)
 In zero triaxiality loading, porosity remains low and coalescence occurs at some critical
value of plastic strain �̄c.
(b)
 In high triaxiality loading, porosity increases rapidly and coalescence occurs at some
critical porosity fc.
In the range of triaxialities between these two extreme cases, some combination of both
mechanisms occurs. Hence it is necessary to formulate a coalescence criterion in terms of
the porosity and plastic strain at the onset of coalescence, fc and �̄c, respectively. A cell
modeling technique is used to quantitatively examine this relationship. Two interacting
secondary particles are examined in a cell subjected to various average triaxiality loading
conditions. Following the work of Kouznetsova et al. (2002) and Arsenlis and Parks
(1999), periodic boundary conditions are applied to achieve triaxialities ranging from pure
shear stress to a significant degree of tensile hydrostatic stress and shear. A particle fraction
of 1% and spacing of five particle diameters is chosen (particle diameter ¼ 30 nm). From
Section 3.2, this is a favorable arrangement for the onset of shear driven localization and is
typical of a cluster of secondary particles in high strength steel.

For each loading condition, the critical porosity fc and critical plastic strain �̄c are
recorded at the instability point in the curve of shear stress v accumulated plastic strain. �̄c
and fc are plotted in Fig. 13. In high triaxiality (cell a in Fig. 13) coalescence occurs at a
porosity of approximately 0.12; a value often used in standard damage laws to indicate the
onset of coalescence. In pure shear (cell d in Fig. 13) coalescence occurs at a high value of
plastic strain of approximately 1.

The plotted data points are fitted to a simple linear trend line (Fig. 13),

f c ¼ A�̄c þ B, (12)

where

A ¼ �0:1222 and B ¼ 0:1236:

The condition for the onset of coalescence under a range of stress states is therefore

f þ 0:1222�̄� 0:123640. (13)

The final expression for C1 and C2 in Eq. (11) is then given by

C1 ¼ 0 and C2 ¼ 0 when f þ 0:1222�̄� 0:1236o0,

C1 ¼ 3 and C2 ¼ 1 when f þ 0:1222�̄� 0:1236X0. ð14Þ

In other words, _f coa becomes active only when coalescence occurs (Eq. (13) is satisfied). The
coalescence term C2 in Eq. (11) can be determined from the slope of the stress–strain curve after
the instability has occurred. It is noted that the resulting material constants are valid for the
microstructure simulated in Fig. 13 only. In reality, the constants A, B, C1 and C2 are related to
the size and spacing of the secondary particles. This relationship has not been examined here.

The resulting homogenized damage law is illustrated in Fig. 14 under different loading
conditions. The damage law captures softening over a range of loading conditions i.e. it
works in pure shear but covers all stress states of interest to tensile fracture. At high
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triaxialities, volumetric void growth and coalescence dominate. Under low triaxiality and
pure shear loading, the porosity remains low and the micro-void shear driven coalescence
identified in the previous section dominates.

It should be noted that the idea of using a periodically repeating unit cell to capture
strain localization effects is not unique to this work. However, in reality one such
localization band will ultimately ‘win’ and strain localization will concentrate in that band
only. A periodic array of localization bands, as is predicted when using the periodic unit
cell assumption, is therefore unrealistic. As such, the current model may overestimate the
strain at which instability occurs and underestimate the catastrophic nature of post-
instability softening.

4. Hierarchical model of high strength steel

The key advantage of the modified damage model developed in the previous section over
a standard Gurson damage model is that it has been developed from cell models which
have successfully captured micro-void coalescence under loading conditions ranging from
zero to high triaxiality. Hence it is valid in pure shear but covers all stress states of interest
to tensile failure also. The modified damage law is now illustrated within the context of a
hierarchical model of high strength steel, similar to that used by Tvergaard (1992).
However, here we are interested in the steel response when loaded in pure shear. High
strength steels are known to exhibit a shear instability at relatively low shear strains
(approximately 15%) under shear-loading conditions (Cowie et al., 1989).

A plane strain cell model is constructed which captures the interactions between the
primary (TiN) and secondary (TiC) particles in an alloy matrix. The cell is loaded under
pure shear stress conditions. As it would be too expensive to explicitly model populations of
embedded particles over two very different length scales, a hierarchical approach is used:
�
 The TiN large primary particles are modeled explicitly.

�
 The TiC secondary particles and alloy matrix are modeled through (a) the modified

damage model formulated in the previous section and (b) a standard Gurson damage law.

The volume fraction of primary particles is 3% with particle diameters of 1 mm. The
authors recognize that this particle fraction is artificially high. The volume fraction of
secondary particles is set at 1%. The size of the finite elements is approximately equal to
the secondary particle spacing in the cell. This is consistent with other work based on
Gurson damage models and ensures that when localization occurs, the size of the resulting
shear band has a physical meaning related to the necking region between two particles.

In Fig. 15, the larger TiN primary particles debond with the matrix at quite low strains,
consistent with the inverse relationship which exists between particle size and interfacial
strength. The deformation is insufficient to drive void growth and coalescence of the
primary voids (the voids created by the debonding of primary particles). However,
deformation does localize between the stable primary voids as shown in Fig. 15. The
material in the localized region consists of an alloy matrix with embedded TiC secondary
particles (represented by the modified damage law developed in the previous section). The
localized strain in this region drives micro-void nucleation. Although the local triaxiality
remains low, the modified damage model predicts micro-void coalescence in the localized
region leading to an overall shear instability in the cell. The standard Gurson model fails to
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Fig. 15. A system of primary particles is modeled explicitly. The matrix material is modeled using (a) a regular

damage model (Gurson) and (b) the modified damage modeling which captures shear driven void coalescence. The

average response is given.
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capture the low triaxiality coalescence of micro-voids and no plastic instability is observed
in the average cell response in that case.
The average response of the cell is defined by two key events (a) debonding of the

primary particles and (b) debonding of the secondary particles. Shear driven micro-void
coalescence does not occur until the primary particles and secondary particles debond
from the matrix. Hence, the average softening response in Fig. 15 is controlled by the
interfacial strength of the primary and secondary particles—as is observed experimentally.

5. Conclusion

Amicro-void shear localization mechanism has been identified in high strength steels during
zero triaxiality loading, using a computational cell modeling technique. Previous modeling
efforts have been performed within the framework of micro-void sheets at skew angles under
tensile loading in which a hydrostatic component of stress was available to encourage micro-
void growth and coalescence. To the authors’ knowledge, this micro-void shear localization
mechanism has not been identified or modeled before under pure shear-loading conditions.
The mechanism is captured by modeling the interactions between a population of micro-

voids nucleated through the decohesion of TiC secondary particles under shear-loading
conditions. The nucleated micro-voids subsequently grow into the shear plane in
an elongated ‘tail like’ manner. As deformation increases, these micro-voids coalesce in
the shear plane. At higher shear strains, the secondary particles are driven towards
neighboring particles in the shear plane. The micro-voids which are being propped open by
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these particles are forced to coalesce as the ligaments between them neck. This mechanism
is consistent with experimental observations in which instability strain is delayed by
increasing interfacial strength of the TiC secondary particles and thereby delaying the
debonding and coalescence.

A hierarchical cell model has shown that the localized strain field between debonding
primary particles is sufficient to initiate the micro-void localization mechanism between
primary particles, again under pure shear stress loading conditions. The instability strain
resulting from this void-sheet mechanism occurs at a realistic strain of 0.15.

The finite element method worked sufficiently well in the current investigation to
identify the mechanics of the shear localization process. However, it is noted that the large
deformation observed in the vicinity of the shear plane could be more accurately simulated
using a mesh free method such as the reproducing kernel particle method (RKPM)
(Liu et al., 1995a, b, 1997). The authors also recognize that gradient effects, which have not
been modeled here, may play an important role at the scale of the secondary particles. In
particular, the high gradients at the periphery of a micro-void are likely to generate high
levels of geometrically necessary dislocations which cause extra hardening in the alloy
matrix and possibly resist void growth to some extent. We hope to address this issue by
using a gradient-based model such as that used by Fleck and Hutchinson (1997) to
represent the alloy matrix in future work.

Identification of the key micromechanics controlling the micro-void-sheet mechanism is
a crucial step towards the goal of modeling the behavior of real 3D microstructures for the
purposes of optimized alloy design.
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